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a b s t r a c t

The identification and quantification of binary blends of refined olive oil with four different extra virgin
olive oil (EVOO) varietals (Picual, Cornicabra, Hojiblanca and Arbequina) was carried out with a simple
method based on combining visible spectroscopy and non-linear artificial neural networks (ANNs).

The data obtained from the spectroscopic analysis was treated and prepared to be used as in-
dependent variables for a multilayer perceptron (MLP) model. The model was able to perfectly classify
the EVOO varietal (100% identification rate), whereas the error for the quantification of EVOO in the
mixtures containing between 0% and 20% of refined olive oil, in terms of the mean prediction error
(MPE), was 2.14%. These results turn visible spectroscopy and MLP models into a trustworthy, user-
friendly, low-cost technique which can be implemented on-line to characterize olive oil mixtures con-
taining refined olive oil and EVOOs.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the years, research grows exponentially and becomes more
complex and intricate as time passes. This fact has originated the
requirement of new and efficient experimental and data treating
techniques. Specifically, in relation to data analysis, linear and non-
linear chemometric approaches have been present for a long time
and they will continue being needed in the scientific community all
around the globe, as they are in many cases the final step of a re-
search study. This work will focus on artificial neural networks
(ANNs) as the main mathematical modeling tool. In the recent past,
it has been employed in significant fields such as food technology
[1,2], nanotechnology [3], and chemistry among others [4], which
shows the wide applicability of such tools.

ANNs differ from traditional linear methods in their ability to
adequately find non-linear relationships between the analyzed
variables within a database. This main characteristic is also an
advantage as it qualifies these tools to work with different samples
simultaneously, enabling, for example, the analysis of data of dif-
ferent olive oil blends with one single ANN-based model (as re-
quired for the present task).

Oil blending, fraudulent or accidental, is nowadays an issue
which needs to be taken care of due to both financial and health
reasons, to avoid tragedies such as the toxic oil syndrome (TOS)
back in 1981, which led to many human deaths [5]. Also,

protecting the reputation of high quality extra virgin olive oils
(EVOOs) is of great importance, especially for main producing
countries such as Spain, Italy, or Greece.

EVOO is well known for being a vital ingredient of the Medi-
terranean diet [6]. This prestigious functional food offers beneficial
effects on human health such as aiding in the prevention of car-
diovascular diseases [7,8], breast cancer [9], and oxidative stress
related sicknesses among others [10,11]. In light of these won-
derful properties, the quality of EVOO is a protected good for
producing countries and, therefore, there are many analytical
techniques for olive oil characterization, authentication, and
adulterant detection, such as: solid phase microextraction coupled
with gas chromatography for the analysis of volatile compounds
[12], FTIR spectroscopy [13], near infrared spectroscopy [14], nu-
clear magnetic resonance [15], high performance liquid chroma-
tography [16], synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy [17], and
visible spectroscopy [1]. Out of all of these analytical techniques,
visible spectroscopy was chosen to carry out the measurements of
80 binary blends of refined olive oil with four EVOOs of different
varietals (Picual, Cornicabra, Hojiblanca and Arbequina), because it
is a fast, straightforward, and reliable technique [18,19].

To sum up, the goal of this work is to combine visible spectro-
scopy with ANNs to identify the EVOO contained in the blend and
the volume percentage of refined olive oil present in each sample.

2. Materials and methods

In this section, the blends used and the analytical and data
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treatment methods employed will be explained.

2.1. Olive oil blends

Binary blends of refined olive oil with Arbequina, Cornicabra,
Hojiblanca, and Picual varietals were prepared within the whole
volume percentage range (0–100%) in intervals of 5%, leading to a
total of 80 oil mixtures ready to be measured without any other
pretreatment, meaning that no solvents were used. This last trait
qualifies the method for its on-line use.

The oils used (shown in Table 1) were within their best before
dates and they were properly stored away from direct light and at
room temperature.

2.2. Vis-spectroscopy

To carry out the measurements of the blends, a Varian Cary 1E
UV–vis spectrophotometer operating between 350 and 750 nm
was employed. The blends were analyzed in a 1 cm path length
quartz cell. Each blend was measured three times and the average
of the measurements was used as the final spectrum of each
sample.

The area under the curves (AUCs) of the representative peaks of
the spectra obtained were then used as independent variables
during the modeling phase, as it will be explained further on.

2.3. Artificial neural networks

The mathematical tool proposed for the determination of
EVOOs and the quantification of refined olive oil in the binary
blends measured, was an ANN. These are non-linear models cap-
able of satisfactorily finding non-linear relationships between the
different independent and dependent variables present in the
analyzed database (in this case absorption and the concentrations
of the components in the blends used, respectively), making them
suitable for working with different samples (olive oil blends in this
case) at the same time. The estimating mechanism of ANNs is
based on interpolating, so it is important to highlight that they
strictly depend on the range of the existing data and they do not
provide reliable or accurate extrapolations [20].

The chosen ANN for this particular case was a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP)-based model, due to its successful implementation
to carry out numerous applications in many fields such as chem-
istry [4], nanochemistry [3], biochemistry [21], and food technol-
ogy [19]. A MLP is a supervised model, which means that its
learning and optimizing processes require labeled data (input and
its respective target data) [22].

MLPs are structured in three different layers as shown in Fig. 1:
the input layer containing the nodes in charge of introducing all
the data into the MLP, and the hidden and output layers, com-
prised of neurons, which are the calculation centers responsible of
converting the input signals into processed output responses [23].

The number of units in the input and the output layer depend
on the case studied, as they are the independent and dependent
variables, respectively. On the other hand, the number of neurons
in the hidden layer is an important parameter which must be

thoughtfully considered when optimizing a MLP, because an ex-
cessive number of these units would create an over-fit model,
whereas an insufficient amount would lead to a model with a
weak learning ability [20,24]. All of the elements in one layer are
connected to every element in the next layer by weighted para-
meters called “weights”, which are of vital importance in the op-
timization of the MLP, as its precision and performance mainly
depend on their correct optimization [22,25,26].

2.3.1. Optimization of the MLP
The optimization of ANN-based models is necessary to ac-

complish a precise, trustworthy, and functional estimating tool
[18,27]. This optimization involves two different steps: a training
and a verification process. To carry out these two steps properly,
the original database must be randomly divided in two groups, the
training (80% of the data) and the verification (20% of the data)
datasets. This division must be done considering that the MLP
requires sufficient information to train the network properly and,
at the same time, it needs a representative quantity of samples to
verify its generalization capability [22,23]. Throughout the training
phase, the input information confined in the training dataset is
presented to the model and an estimated value is obtained. This
answer is then compared with the target value, and the error is
back-propagated through the network, permitting the weight
modification to lower this error [27,28]. If this process does not
stop, the training error would asymptotically tend to zero, at-
taining a faultless fit for the training data. This would originate an
over-fit system, incapable of delivering accurate estimations for
external data. In order to avoid this, the verification step takes
place. The verification data is used to analyze the generalizing
capability of the model, and here the values of the weights are not
modified; they stay fixed, which eventually leads to an error in-
crease if the training cycles continue [20]. When the verification
error rises for a series of six consecutive cycles, the training pro-
cess is stopped, and the weights are considered optimized. Thus,
the objective of both processes (training and verification steps) is
to raise the accuracy of the MLP and to decrease the prediction
error (in terms of mean prediction error, MPE), Eq. (1) for data that
is not contained in the training dataset [18,28].
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Where N represents the number of data points evaluated, rk is the
real value and yk is the value estimated by the MLP-based model.

Following this key optimization process, there are other in-
trinsic parameters of the ANN-based model that need additional
consideration and optimization before the model is completely
optimized and ready to perform. These parameters are the training

Table 1
Oils used for the measured blends.

Type Supplier

Arbequina varietal EVOO Borges Pont S.A.U. Oils
Cornicabra varietal EVOO Toledo, S.A., Oils
Hojiblanca varietal EVOO Borges Pont S.A.U. Oils
Picual varietal EVOO Borges Pont S.A.U. Oils
Refined olive oil (ROO) KOIPE, SOS Cuétara SA

Fig. 1. Scheme of a multilayer perceptron, where A and B are independent input
variables and C is the dependent output variable.
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